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Date  21 March 2020 Time  0946-1245 
Chaired by SMUSA President Location  SOE/SOSS SR4-4 
Convened by  SMUSA Honorary General Secretary (HGS) 
Attendees  SMUSA President - Marcus Wong Gee Wei 

SMUSA Honorary Finance Secretary (HFS) - Yu Yiling 
SMUSA Communications Secretary - Vivian Ong Bei Bei 
SMUSA Academic and Welfare Secretary - Sandra Sarah Mathew 
SMUSA Operations Secretary - Leo Hui Qi, Joanne 
SMUSA Events Secretary - Tarina Naresh Khiantani 
SMUSA Corporate Relations Secretary - Sean Nah Wei Ming 
SMUSA International Students’ Secretary - Phang Hong Cheong 
(Kelvin) 
ACF President - Tyrina Toh Jia-Yan 
SSU President – Ethan Lum Wai Keen 
SICS President – Toh Wei Xuan, Adam 
SMUX President – Tan Yongyi 
Bondue President – Bryan Wee Wei Ming  
ASoc President – Tay Le Xuan, Timothy 
Oikos President – Ritchie Seow Kok Siong 
The Bar President – Richard Xu Hanqi 
Ellipsis President – Ernest Khoo Khim Boon 

Absentees  SMUSA Vice President - Leong Ze Hao (OM Test) 
SMUSA Honorary General Secretary (HGS) - Toh Jia Ze (Hosting 
Citi-SMU Event) 
Sosciety President – Clarence Ng Kai Lun (Youth Action Challenge) 

Latecomer(s)  - 
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Agenda Remark(s) 

1. Introduction 

The meeting started at 0946. 

 

2. Summer Camps and pageant Updates 

● The SMUSA President and the SMUSA Events Secretary        

addressed updates on summer camps. 

● The Bar President Richard confirmed the reason on why FO          

can go on but not school camps 

o Mandatory 14 days break 

o FO is the best platform to orientate students around SMU,          

including wellness talk, RPU etc 

● The ASoc President Timothy asked how involved school CBd’s         

management were in yesterday’s 3.30pm OSL meeting 

o The SMUSA President Marcus mentioned that he received        

a confirmation from OSL Head of Sports & Adventure and          

Student Leadership Yew Tong.  

● High attrition rate is foreseeable among facilitators and        

organizing committees. 

● There is a possibility for school CBds to hold a one-day event            

to welcome their freshmen.  

● The SSU President Ethan brought up why 14 days is mandatory           

during summer break but not during the academic year. 

o The school sees student life and academics as separate         

issues, handled by separate offices. 

o There is still a possibility that the new Academic Year          

2020/2021 may begin with Webex online classes. 

● The ASoc President Timothy suggests that the school CBds can          

form individual groups to bond and discuss bidding. 

o It is not recommended as the school CBds will be          

responsible if anything happens as they are giving more         

opportunities for students to get exposed.  

o SMU is adhering to government guidelines by minimising        

gatherings. 

All to note  
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● Schools can make an information pack for students with         

regards to bidding.  

○ The Oikos President Ritchie brought up that the        

information pack may be too formal to include intangible         

information (e.g preferred profs for bidding). He       

suggested facilitators to tag a group of mentors from the          

respective schools for freshmen to reach out to.  

● The ASoc President Timothy brought up that the school offices          

are not aligned with OSL. The school CBds brought up that           

their respective school management have contacted them for        

“alternative measures” and “consider holding a 1 day tour”         

after 5.30pm yesterday.  

○ It has been made a directive that the school CBd          

management will follow the framework of OSL. 

● The Bar, Oikos, Bondue and Asoc brought up that they are           

looking into a 1 day orientation, academic-related activity. 

○ However, the 14 days break has to be followed (even          

before school starts) 

○ Also, SMU matriculation is from 1 June to 29 June, so it            

would be hard for school CBds to hold their orientation.  

● The question was raised on when would be an appropriate          

time to hold pageant events in winter.  

○ There should be a three month window from the end of           

covid. e.g if I want to plan an event in November, we have             

to look at the forecast of Covid in August. 

○ OSL will be giving the green light to hold pageant events           

through SMUSA and SMUSA will be disseminating       

information to the CBd Presidents.  

● The dissemination of information to the camp organizing        

committees was discussed.  

○ The Bar and Sosciety have disseminated the information        

on cancelling of camps to their organising committee. 

○ Other CBds to pass down the messages to the organizing          

committees and facilitators. SMUSA will be giving them a         

draft message. 

○ The SSU President Ethan mentioned that disseminating       

this information through face to face meetings would be         

better instead of just an email  

● The structure of merging of organising committee and        

facilitators have to be re-discussed.  
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3.  SMUSA’s Update on COVID-19 situation 

● The SMUSA President presented SMUSA’s updates on the        

COVID-19 situation. 

o The SMUSA President is frequently in contact with OSL -          

OSL mentioned that they had no confirmed updates from         

the school and nothing concrete was mentioned,       

therefore the late release of information. 

● SMUSA did a survey with the school CBds for students’          

feedback on the current situation.  

● The SMUSA President is in contact with the Provost with          

regards to the petition.  

o Together with the School CBds President, SMUSA collated        

all feedback and matched it with the Provost’s email sent          

yesterday.  

o Most concerns have been addressed by the Provost. 

● The International Office (IO) is doing a survey on exchange          

trips for AY20/21. 

● For reimbursement of exchange cancellation, NTUC Income       

does not want to reimburse. There should be more         

information in regards to this. Exchange and study missions         

are cancelled too.  

o The International Office directed this situation to SSH and         

SSH directed this International Office.  

o The SMUSA President will reach out to Provost  about this. 

● For stress and anxiety due to COVID-19, MWKLWC should be          

handling this. 

All to note. 
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o The SMUSA Academic and Welfare Secretary is looking at         

working with MWKLWC to push out mental health        

initiatives. 

o Bondue is working with MWKLWC and is pushing out         

mental health welfare next week.  

4. Any other Matters 

● Social distancing approach and suggestions 

○ The Bar is booking Seminar Rooms (SRs) for students to          

study since spaces in common areas are reduced.        

(Including weekends) 

○ SMUSA can communicate to the students that SMUSA is         

working with the school CBds to provide more study         

spaces for students. 

■ The Academic and Welfare Secretary brought up how        

Management Committees (MC) should be practising      

social distancing.  

■ The Bar mentioned that crowded SRs might not        

happen. However, if overcrowding happens, MC will       

go down to alert the students and get students to          

distance themselves. It will also be mentioned to        

students that if overcrowding happens, study spaces       

will be shut down and rules are in place.  

■ Bondue has always been conducting welfare study       

spaces and suggested that CBds can limit the number         

of chairs in the room and put up adequate signs to           

ensure social distancing is practiced.  

■ All school CBds should be conducting this to ensure         

consistency. 

■ The SMUSA President brought up a concern for        

safety. For MC to walk around and check on study          

spaces, it would expose them to the risk. 

All to Note 
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● The Bar agrees that there will definitely be risk.         

However, since rules are in place, students should        

have their duty to practise social distancing.  

■ Another concern - from the perspective of the SMU         

offices, removing chairs to minimise social contact       

might contradict with us opening us up more study         

spaces. 

● The Bar mentioned that it is not that the school is           

shutting down spaces, they are practising social       

distancing.  

■ The SMUSA President brought up why students’ are        

coming to school. 

● The Bar brought up that there are students who         

do not have conducive study spaces at home. 

■ ASoc brought up that SMUSA can work together with         

OCIS in removing the chairs to be in line with the           

school's practice of social distancing. 

○ The SMUSA President suggested that all CBds should bring         

up what is planned on a council level for consistency. 

○ The Bondue President mentioned that this is not opposing         

the school and it is part of a welfare drive for the students. 

○ SMUSA suggests that we consolidate the room bookings        

for every school to disseminate the message down to the          

students.  

■ The SMUSA Communications Secretary suggests that      

SMUSA logo be inputted in EDMs. 

○ The SMUSA President will email OCIS on this.  

○ The SMUSA Communications will be working with CBds’        

marketing directors for a consolidated mode of       

disseminating information.  
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■ They will look at SMUSA sending out the mass email          

first before the school CBds send their emails. 

○ CCA CBds are booking SRs for their club members for          

study week as well. 

■ However, clubs are only allowed to book rooms for         

club meetings.  

■ School CBds will book their respective SRs that are         

exclusive for their faculty students. All remaining       

rooms will be booked by SMUSA, which will be open          

to all students. 

■ The SMUSA Operations Secretary suggested that the       

council collate a timeline of initiatives. The SMUSA        

President will bring this offline. 

● Concerns regarding students on SEP 

○ The Asoc President shared a message with the council         

regarding the Student Exchange Programme (SEP)      

changes. 

○ Exchange students who take a Leave of Absence (LOA) for          

Term 2 will only get refunded the SMU school fees that           

they paid.  

○ It was raised whether it was fair for students to pay for            

Term 3A and 3B ($1000 per module) 

■ The Bondue President brought up that since money is         

refunded, it is justifiable from the school POV to pay          

for Term 3A and 3B. 

■ The question was raised whether the school should        

prepare a goodwill, since exchange students are not        

refunded from rent and flight, internship, and       

emotional turmoil. 

● All agreed that school might not allow due to the          

huge sum.  
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● The Ellipsis President suggests that the Council       

can bring it up to the school since there is no           

harm. 

○ Since everyone is impacted by this, the SMUSA President         

should send the email to the International Office (IO) and          

bring up this concern. 

○ The School CBds will be collating numbers of the exchange          

students affected by the recall and intend to do Term 3A           

and 3B. With these numbers, SMUSA President will be         

emailing IO on this.  

■ The Bar President mentioned that the numbers       

received may not be absolute and to bring up that          

these numbers are general estimates. 

5. Conclusion  

The Meeting ended at 1245. 
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